PRESS RELEASE

re:cap global investors advises New Energies Systems on
sale of 15.6 MW Weiler wind farm
Zug, March 30, 2021. Successful closing: New Energies Systems AG sells a turnkey
German onshore wind farm to Pacifico Renewables Yield AG. The transaction was
accompanied by the internationally active investment advisor re:cap global investors ag.
re:cap acted in a sellside advisory role for New Energies Systems AG.
The wind farm sold is located in the Vordereifel region of Rhineland-Palatinate and has a
total capacity of 15.6 MW with its five Nordex N131 wind turbines. The project saves
almost 30,000 tons of CO2 per year. The wind farm still benefits from a remuneration of
79.30 euros per MWh over 20 years, which is fixed according to the EEG 2017.
"In the case of EEG projects in the wind onshore sector, the expansion figures in
Germany are unfortunately very low. However, the search for a suitable investor should
not be underestimated," says Thomas Seibel, CEO of re:cap global investors ag. "The
road from the initial approach of potential buyers to successful signing and closing is long.
If negotiations with an interested party fail shortly before the end, the entire process has
to be restarted. This costs time and money. Thanks to our broad network in Germanspeaking countries, we were able to identify a suitable investor for New Energies
Systems AG at an early stage and thus contribute to a smooth transaction."
Helmut Schmitz, CEO of New Energies Systems AG, says: "The sale of a wind farm, the
search for a suitable buyer and the associated negotiations are complex processes. We
are therefore very pleased to have found a professional partner in re:cap, who advised us
on the transaction. We hope to continue the trustful cooperation in the future."
- End -

re:cap global investors ag
re:cap global investors ag is an internationally active independent investment advisor for renewable
energies. With a specialized team, it supports its clients in the evaluation and selection of suitable
projects. Upon request, re:cap also acts as operator of the plants and regularly reviews them for process
and revenue optimization. As a boutique, re:cap provides first-class, high-quality advice to institutional
investors on their investments in renewable energy infrastructure projects. Thus, more than 850
megawatts have already been recommended and acquired on behalf of clients out of more than 50,000
megawatts of audited projects.
re:cap global investors ag is a member of the multi-boutique alliance FP Investment Partners, which
offers institutional investors access to innovative asset managers in the areas of equities, alternatives
and real assets.
For more information, visit www.re-cap.ch
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